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ABSTRACT

Underwater acoustic (UWA) communications have attracted a lot of interest in recent years motivated by a wide range
of applications including offshore oil field exploration and monitoring, oceanographic data collection, environmental
monitoring, disaster prevention, and port security. Different signaling solutions have been developed to date including
non-coherent communications, phase coherent systems, multi-input and multi-output solutions, time-reversal-based com-
munication systems, and multi-carrier transmission approaches. This paper deviates from the traditional approaches to
UWA communications and develops a scheme that exploits biomimetic signals. In the proposed scheme, a transmitter maps
the information bits to the parameters of a biomimetic signal, which is transmitted over the channel. The receiver estimates
the parameters of the received signal and demaps them back to bits to estimate the message. As exemplary biomimetic
signals, analytical signal models with nonlinear instantaneous frequency are developed that match mammal sound signa-
tures in the time-frequency plane are developed. Suitable receiver structures as well as performance analysis are provided
for the proposed transmission scheme, and some results using data recorded during the Kauai Acomms MURI 2011 UWA
communications experiment are presented. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Underwater acoustic (UWA) communications are consid-
ered as one of the most challenging communication sys-
tems in use today. This is because the communication
medium is highly time-varying and causes large distortions
due to extensive multipath spreads, frequency-dependent
path loss, and time selectivity [1]. In addition to the aver-
age path loss due to spreading and absorption losses, the
received power fluctuates as a result of small-scale fad-
ing effects due to multipath propagation. UWA channels
are often characterized by significant frequency and time
selectivity, because of variations in the underwater envi-
ronment (e.g., surface waves) or because of the relative

†Part of this work was presented in the 2013 MTS/IEEE OCEANS in

San Diego.

motion between the transmitter and the receiver. Further-
more, because the speed of the sound in water is low, the
transmitted signal may also undergo time-scaling (severe
Doppler) effects, because the carrier frequencies are in the
order of the transmit signal bandwidths used.

In this paper, we propose a communication scheme that
uses biomimetic signals to transmit digital information. We
develop analytical models for certain biomimetic signals,
and we parametrize them. Digital data are transmitted by
mapping vectors of information bits to a carefully designed
set of parameters with values obtained from the biomimetic
signal models. To complete the overall system design,
we develop appropriate receivers taking into account the
specific UWA channel models. The basic premise is the
following: because there is no artificial embedding of
digital data on a (biological) host signal, the transmit-
ted signal will mimic a natural sound. Such a scenario
may have applications in covert communications with low
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probability of detection (LPD) and low probability inter-
cept (LPI) characteristics.

There has been significant progress over the years in
UWA communications. In earlier UWA communications
systems, the main focus was on non-coherent and dif-
ferentially coherent communication techniques. A break-
through was the work performed by Stojanovic et al. [2],
which demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of
phase coherent communications via a decision feedback
equalizer (DFE). DFE coefficients were updated along
with the carrier phase by minimizing the mean squared
error in an adaptive fashion. More recently, multi-carrier
UWA communication schemes based on orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) have also been
developed [3]. For UWA communications, OFDM trades
off intersymbol interference with intercarrier interference
because of the highly time-varying nature of the commu-
nication medium, see [4,5] and the references therein. In
the last decade, space-time coding techniques (for multi-
input multi-output systems) have also been demonstrated
successfully for UWA channels [6–9]. Another fundamen-
tal line of research in UWA communications was devoted
to the time reversal (TR) techniques [10–13], which pro-
vide temporal and spatial focus (compression). The tempo-
ral focus (shortening of the channel delay spread) mitigates
the channel dispersion, while spatial focus mitigates the
effects of the channel fading and provides a high signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver.

As mentioned previously, a possible application for the
proposed biomimetic communication scheme of this work
is for covert UWA communications in which we are inter-
ested in LPD and/or LPI. That is, we may be interested in
transmitting our signals in such a way that the presence of
communication cannot be sensed by eavesdroppers (LPD)
and/or cannot be demodulated (LPI) except for intended
users. Most existing techniques developed for covert com-
munications rely on spread spectrum ideas. For instance,
with the direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) tech-
nique, the transmitted signal is spread, using a spreading
code, over a certain frequency band such that its power
spectral density goes below the noise level, which makes
it difficult to be detected. At the intended receiver, the
spreading code is known, hence the signal is despread
and the original transmitted signal is retrieved. The key
point in using the DSSS is that as long as the spread-
ing code is long enough, an acceptable performance can
be achieved. Different communication schemes was devel-
oped for UWA covert communications based on spread
spectrum techniques [14,15].

A different approach to provide covertness is based on
the use of natural sounds in transmission. The bottlenose
dolphin sound signals are used for convert communication.
Specifically, dolphin whistles are modeled as weighted
superpositions of harmonically related sinusoids, and sin-
gle sinusoidal frequencies are estimated over windowed
data [16]. Because of the methodology adopted, the gen-
erated signal may sound man-made, which may present
a problem in using this approach for LPD/LPI commu-

nications under water. There are two other very recent
schemes [17,18] that use biological sounds for covert com-
munications are presented. In the first scheme, the authors
use dolphin whistles for synchronization purposes and
the time interval between dolphin clicks to convey digi-
tal information. In the second one, DSSS signals that carry
digital data are masked with a relatively loud whale sound.

Coming back to our proposal of using natural sounds
for signal transmission where digital data are modulated
on the parameters of carefully modeled biological signals,
our approach provides a way for which signals generated
do not sound artificial because of the way in which they
are constructed. In other words, signals matched to mam-
mal sounds could be useful for UWA communications
even at relatively high transmit power levels. They can
also coexist with other acoustic communication systems
without adversely affecting their performance or with-
out being affected by them. Our proposal, as in the two
very recent papers [17,18], aims to incorporate biologi-
cal sounds in UWA communications systems; however, the
specific approach used is completely different. A prelimi-
nary and brief version of our proposal has already appeared
in the literature [19].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
develop analytical models for the biomimetic signals,
and we provide a parametrization for these models. In
Section 3, we describe our communication scheme; the sig-
naling scheme and the receiver structure for additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels and multipath channels,
respectively. In Section 4, we provide a brief performance
analysis and derive bounds on error rates. In Section 5, we
present a detailed set of experimental results demonstrat-
ing the feasibility of the proposed communication scheme
using data recorded in the Kauai Acomms MURI 2011
experiment.

2. BIOMIMETIC SIGNAL MODELING

Cetacean mammals, such as dolphins and whales, have
a complicated communication system. Their sound emis-
sions are mainly classified into clicks and whistles [20,21].
Clicks are sonar echolocation signals consisting of short
duration, broadband, transient-like pulses that are used
to detect, localize, and discriminate objects. Whistles
are communication signals that consist of long dura-
tion, frequency-modulated, continuous sounds varying in
bandwidth, duration, and time-frequency structure. The
time-frequency structure of bottlenose dolphin whistles,
for example, was determined to have nonlinear frequency
modulation (FM) and range in frequency from 200 Hz to
24 kHz. Studies have shown that dolphins in isolation have
their own unique characteristic signature whistle and also
that they can mimic each other’s sounds when placed in
groups [22].

The time-frequency variations of dolphin and whale
whistles are inspiring for use as biological models in
designing transmit waveforms for underwater commu-
nications. The UWA communications channel has been
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shown to cause nonlinear time-varying changes to the
instantaneous frequency of a waveform when transmitted
at low frequencies [23]. A communications performance
improvement is therefore expected if the time-frequency
signature of the transmit waveform is designed to match
this nonlinear time-varying change caused by the UWA
channel. In [24], dolphin and whale whistle sounds were
analyzed using quadratic time-frequency representations
(TFRs). Based on this analysis, the time-frequency struc-
ture of whistle sounds was modeled to match the instanta-
neous frequency of generalized frequency-modulated sig-
nals. We thus want to use these biomimetic signal models
for underwater communication, varying their parameters
and nonlinear instantaneous frequency characteristics to
match those of real whistle sounds.

2.1. Nonlinear frequency-modulated signals

We define nonlinear frequency-modulated (NFM) signals
as [25,26]

s.t; b/ D A˛.t/ ej2�.c �.t=tr/Cf0t/, (1)

where �.t=tr/ is the signal’s phase function, f0 is the carrier
frequency, A is the amplitude, c 2 R is the FM rate, and
tr > 0 is a fixed time constant used for unit normalization.
The parameter vector b of the NFM signal in (1) con-
sists of the FM rate c, amplitude A, phase function �.t=tr/,
and signal duration Td . We select ˛.t/ D

p
j�.t/j, where

�.t/ is the signal’s instantaneous frequency (or derivative
of the phase function), to ensure that the NFM in (1) is
an orthogonal signal. Specifically, using �.t/ D d

dt �.t=tr/,
the inner product between two NFM signals with the same
amplitude and phase function but different FM rates can be
shown to beZ

t2R�

A
p
jv.t/j ej2�.c1�.t=tr/Cf0t/

A
p
jv.t/j e�j2�.c2�.t=tr/�f0t/ dt

.a/
D A2

Z 1
�1

ej2�c1t0e�j2�c2t0dt0

D A2 ı.c1 � c2/,

(2)

where .a/ follows by change of variables, ı.�/ is the Dirac
delta function, and the domain and range of �.t=tr/ are

assumed to be R� and R, respectively. Discretizing the
real part of the NFM signal using sampling period Ts and
M D bTd=Tsc yields

sŒn; b� D s.nTs; b/ D A
p
j�Œn�j cos.2�c �Œn�C 2� f0Tsn/ ,

n D 0, 1, : : : , M � 1.
(3)

2.2. Biomimetic signal matching

By varying the phase function �.t=tr/ in (1), we can
obtain different instantaneous frequencies �.t/ to match the
time-frequency structures of cetacean mammal whistles.
Specifically, if the TFR of a whistle has a characteristic of a
monotonically changing signature, we need to find an NFM
whose instantaneous frequency �.t/ best matches this sig-
nature. Table I provides some examples of NFM signals
from (1) with tr D 1, together with their phase function
�.t=tr/ and corresponding instantaneous frequency �.t/.

In order to demonstrate the biomimetic modeling per-
formance, we analyze actual dolphin and whale whistles
together with our reconstructed signals using the NFM
model in (3). The whistle sounds are obtained from the
SOUND database of W. A. Watkins from the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution [27]. The database provides
descriptive information about each of the sound record-
ings. The information includes the sampling rate, record
size, identification and species code of the vocalizing mam-
mal, location of recording, and explanation on other sounds
present on the recording (such as water splashes). The
reconstructed NFM signal is obtained by matching the
time-frequency modulation and then estimating parameters
such as FM rate and duration.

In Figures 1 and 2, we compare the spectrogram TFR
of an actual long-finned pilot whale whistle and its recon-
structed NFM signal with tr D 1. As the instantaneous
frequency of the signal decreases monotonically, we recon-
structed it using the hyperbolic FM signal with instanta-
neous frequency c �.t/ D c=t in Table I. As it can be seen,
the time-frequency structure of the whistle and the recon-
structed signal are well-matched. Similar results are shown
in Figures 3 and 4 for the whistle of a white-sided dolphin
using a linear FM signal; this is the signal in Table I with
tr D 1 and linear instantaneous frequency �.t/ D 2c t.
With models of cetacean mammal sounds developed using

Table I. NFM signals in (1) with tr D 1, nonlinear phase function and instantaneous
frequency.

NFM signal Phase function c �.t=tr / Instantaneous frequency c �.t/

Linear c t2 2c t
Hyperbolic c ln t c=t
Logarithmic c t.ln .t/� 1/ c ln t
Power c t� c � t��1

Exponential c et c et

NFM, nonlinear frequency-modulated.
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Figure 1. Spectrogram time-frequency representation of long-
finned pilot whale whistle.
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Figure 2. Spectrogram time-frequency representation of recon-
structed noiseless hyperbolic FM chirp signal that best matches

the time-frequency signature of the whistle.

appropriate parametrization, we can now propose a new
communication scheme exploiting such sounds.

3. PROPOSED COMMUNICATION
SCHEME

We propose to use a signaling scheme that uses biomimetic
signals as the transmission signals that carry digital data.
The structure of such signals has been already reviewed in
the previous section. Such a communication system may
have applications requiring LPI and LPD as the biomimetic
signals sound like other natural sounds that exist in the
underwater environment. Specifically, in this paper, we
propose to use generalized NFM signals to model the mam-
mal sounds. We first select NFM signals to mimic mammal
whistles by matching their TF structures, we parametrize
this analytical model, and we modulate these parameters
with our digital data.
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Figure 3. Spectrogram time-frequency representation of white-
sided dolphin whistle.
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Figure 4. Spectrogram time-frequency representation of recon-
structed noiseless linear FM chirp that best matches the time-

frequency structure of the whistle.

The complex envelope of the acoustic NFM signal can
be given in the time-domain as

Qs.t; b/ D A˛.t/ exp . j2�c�.t=tr// , 0 < t � Td (4)

where �.t=tr/ is the signal’s time-varying phase function
(assumed differentiable) and tr > 0 is a normalization
time constant. The vector parameter b contains information
about the signal’s FM rate c 2 R, duration Td , amplitude
A 2 R, and phase function �.t=tr/. The amplitude modu-
lation ˛.t/ can be changed without affecting the TF of the
whistle, and it can be used as another parameter to carry
data. As we see from (4), we can use the amplitude, the car-
rier frequency, the FM rate, and the chirp duration as the
parameters that carry our bitstream. At the receiver side,
as a practical solution, we develop a maximum likelihood
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the communication system.

estimator (MLE) to estimate the value of these parameters
and decode for the transmitted bits accordingly.

To summarize, a vector I of information bits is mapped
onto the vector of parameters b using a certain mapping
rule f .I/ that maps between the information bits into the
set of signal parameters C. There are several mapping rules
that can be considered here, for example, the range of each
parameter is divided into 2n (n is the number of bits) lev-
els then linear mapping is performed between the digital
data and the parameter’s levels. Then, the acoustic signal
Qs.t; b/ is synthesized and transmitted over the channel. At
the receiver side, we develop a detector to find an esti-
mate Ob of the values of these signal parameters. We use
an MLE to accomplish this. Finally, a demapping function

f�1
�
Ob
�

is used to restore the transmitted bits. This process

is illustrated using a block diagram shown in Figure 5.

3.1. Receiver design for additive white
Gaussian noise channels

In this section, we consider the use of the proposed com-
munication scheme over an AWGN channel. We develop
the MLE for the Gaussian channel, and we characterize
its performance.

Given a sequence of information bits a, we split this
information sequence into words each consisting of a given
number of bits. We use these consecutive words to mod-
ulate the mammal sound parameters, that is, amplitude,
phase, and frequency by picking a certain value for these
parameters from the set of values specified for each param-
eter. Upon receiving the signal at the receiver, we find an
estimate for the transmitted parameters and demap these
estimates into bits according to the demapping rule.

The discrete time version of a real generalized NFM is
defined as

sŒn� D A
p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/, n D 0, 1, : : : , M � 1,

(5)

where A is the amplitude of the signal, c is the generalized
FM parameter that controls the shape of the instantaneous
frequency, �Œn� is the phase function, �Œn� is the discrete
version of the instantaneous frequency �.t/ D d

dt �.t/, and
M is the number of samples that corresponds to the sig-
nal duration. We consider the NFM signal in (5) as the
transmitted chirp signal with parameters A, c, and M that
convey the digital bits. The duration of the signal is used as
a parameter such that for a fixed interval N, the signal dura-
tion varies within this N period. Thus, the received signal
can be written as

xŒn� D

�
sŒn�C wŒn� if n D 0, 1, : : : , M � 1,
wŒn� if n D M, : : : , N � 1.

(6)

where wŒn� is the AWGN noise sample with zero mean and
variance �2.

Before we describe the proposed receiver structure, we
note that the optimal solution (to minimize the error prob-
ability) is the solution of an M�ary hypothesis testing
problem where each of the hypotheses corresponds to a
particular sequence of bits packed into the NFM signal.
However, the number of bits transmitted with each packet
(e.g., dolphin sound) is too many, and hence coming up
with the optimal solution becomes problematic (as one
would need to consider each of these M hypotheses, com-
pute their likelihoods, and pick the one with the largest
value). For instance, when there are 50 bits in a packet,
there are a total of 250 different hypotheses making the
optimal solution impractical. Therefore, we consider a sub-
optimal approach to complete the receiver design: using an
MLE estimator to estimate the signal parameters and then
demapping the estimated values into bits.

The MLE [28] of a scalar parameter � is defined as
the value of the parameter that maximizes the conditional
probability density function (PDF) p.x;�/ of the obser-
vation sequence x. The maximization is performed over
the space of the parameter �. The conditional PDF of the
received signal xŒn� defined in (6) is given by
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p.x; A, c, M/ D
1

.2��2/N=2
exp

"
�

1

2�2

 
M�1X
nD0

�
xŒn� � A

p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/

�2
C

N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2
!#

.

Thus the MLE estimate of the parameters A, c, and M is

2
4 OcOM
OA

3
5 D arg max

c,M,A
c1�c�c2

M1�M�M2

A1�A�A2

1

.2��2/N=2
exp

"
�

1

2�2

 
M�1X
nD0

�
xŒn� � A

p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/

�2
C

N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2
!#

, (7)

which is equivalent to

2
4 OcOM
OA

3
5 D arg min

c,M,A
c1�c�c2

M1�M�M2

A1�A�A2

(
M�1X
nD0

�
xŒn� � A

p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/

�2
C

N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2
)

. (8)

This problem can be reformulated as follows:

2
4 OcOM
OA

3
5 D arg min

M,M1�M�M2

8̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

min
c,A

c1�c�c2

A1�A�A2

M�1X
nD0

�
xŒn� � A

p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/

�2

„ ƒ‚ …
separate optimization problem

C

N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2

9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;

. (9)

Thus, for a fixed value of M, we can separate the problem
into two consecutive problems: one optimizes over the
duration and the other optimizes over the other parameters
(the FM rate c and amplitude A), for a specific duration.
Therefore, the optimal solution (for the estimation prob-
lem) can be obtained by considering all possible values
of the signal duration (determined from the particular
mapping from bits to parameters adopted), performing the
inner optimization for each of these values, and picking
the most likely result as the optimal estimates for the three
parameters embedded into the signal. Each of the inner
optimization problems (optimization of A and c for a given
M) involve (as we will see shortly) a one-dimensional
grid search, which may be costly. Therefore, to reduce the
computational burden of the algorithm, we propose the
following: estimate the A and c values based on the lowest
possible value for the signal duration (hence it is guar-
anteed that the actual signal is present in this window),
and then use these estimates search over the parameter M
(going over all possibilities). We adopt the latter simplifi-
cation in our results section. There is another suboptimal
solution that can be considered to solve the optimization
problem in (9) using a simple energy detector followed
by a decoder that estimates the other parameters; in other

words, changing the order at which the parameters are
estimated. Our experimental results show that there is
no significant difference on the system performance by

changing the order in which the parameters get estimated,
that is, both simplifications result in similar performance.

For a given duration QM, we define rŒn� Dp
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/, n D 0, : : : , QM � 1, and the vector of

parameters �

� D

�
A
c

�
. (10)

The cost function g.A, c; QM/ is defined as

g
�
A, c; QM

�
D

QM�1X
nD0

�
xŒn� � A

p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/

�2
, (11)

D

QM�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � ArŒn�/2 . (12)

Thus, the solution to the MLE problem is reduced to

O� D arg min
c,A

c1�c�c2

A1�A�A2

g
�
A, c; QM

�
. (13)

To estimate the parameters A and c, we need to do a
two-dimensional grid search over the given range of both
parameters. However, this two-dimensional search can be
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reduced to a one-dimensional one instead as we are able
to find a closed form expression for the optimal esti-
mator of the amplitude given any value of c. That is,
for each value of c, the optimal amplitude parameter
value can be found by solving the following optimization
problem

OA D arg min
A:A1�A�A2

QM�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � ArŒn�/2, (14)

with the Lagrangian is given by

L.A,	1,	2/ D

QM�1X
nD0

.xŒn��ArŒn�/2C	1.A�A2/�	2.A�A1/.

(15)
The resulting Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are
then

� 2
QM�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � ArŒn�/rŒn�C 	1 � 	2 D 0, (16)

	1 � 0, 	2 � 0, 	1.A � A1/ D 0, 	2.A � A2/ D 0.
(17)

If we define OA D arg min
A

P QM�1
nD0 .xŒn� � ArŒn�/2, then, an

optimal solution for the problem is

A� D

8<
:
OA if A1 � OA � A2,
A1 if OA < A1,
A2 if OA > A2.

(18)

We now study the asymptotic behavior of the MLE for
the parameters A and c. Under certain regularity condi-

tions [29], the MLE has asymptotically (as the number of
samples become large) a Gaussian distribution with mean
being the true mean and covariance matrix given by the

inverse of the Fisher information matrix [28]. Theseregu-
larity conditions include the following: the true parameter
value must be interior to the parameter space, the log-
likelihood function must be twice differentiable, the second
derivatives must be bounded, and the expected value of
the log-likelihood function must equals zero when the val-
ues of the parameters are taken as the true values. It is
straightforward to show that the MLE of the vector � in our
case satisfies these conditions, and hence, for large num-
ber of samples, the estimated vector of parameters O� has a
Gaussian distribution

O� � N
�
� , I.�/�1

�
, (19)

where I.�/�1 is the Fisher Information matrix derived in
Appendix A.

3.2. Receiver design for time-varying
multipath channels

We now consider the case of transmission over a time and
frequency dispersive channel, which is typical in UWA
communications. In this case, the discrete time received
signal can be written as

xŒn� D

�PL�1
lD0 hlŒn�sŒn � l�C wŒn� if n D 0, 1, : : : , M � 1, : : : , M C L � 2,

wŒn� if n D M C L � 1, : : : , N � 1.
(20)

where wŒn� is an AWGN, and hlŒn� is the time-varying
channel coefficient for the lth delay pin at the nth instant.
We assume that the receiver has an estimate for these chan-
nel coefficients. In practice, the time-varying channel taps
can be estimated with some accuracy using known trans-
mitted bits (pilot bits). To accomplish this, we can use one
of the common channel estimation techniques for UWA
channels, for example, the matching pursuit (MP) [30,31]
or basis pursuit (BP) [32] algorithms.

The PDF of the received signal for a given set of
parameters A, c, and M is given by

p.x; A, c, M/ D
1

.2��2/N=2
exp

2
4� 1

2�2

0
@M�1X

nD0

 
xŒn� � A

L�1X
lD0

hlŒn�rŒn � l�

!2

C

N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2

1
A
3
5 . (21)

Thus, the MLE problem can be written as

2
4 OcOM
OA

3
5 D arg max

c,M,A
c1�c�c2

M1�M�M2

A1�A�A2

1

.2��2/N=2
exp

2
4� 1

2�2

0
@M�1X

nD0

 
xŒn� � A

L�1X
lD0

hlŒn�rŒn � l�

!2

C

N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2

1
A
3
5 , (22)

where rŒn� D
p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/, n D 0, : : : , M � 1.

Let us define uŒn� D
PL�1

lD0 hlŒn�rŒn � l�, n D 0, : : : , M.
Thus, the maximization defined before is equivalent to
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2
4 OcOM
OA

3
5 D arg min

c,M,A
c1�c�c2

M1�M�M2

A1�A�A2

(
M�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � AuŒn�/2 C
N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2
)

,

(23)
which can be reformulated as

2
4 OcOM
OA

3
5 D arg min

M:M1�M�M2

8̂̂̂
ˆ̂<
ˆ̂̂̂̂:

min
c,A

M�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � AuŒn�/2

„ ƒ‚ …
separate optimization problem

C

N�1X
nDM

.xŒn�/2

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

. (24)

To perform the inner optimization for each value of M,
as in the previous case, we perform a one-dimensional
grid search (over the parameter c) instead of the two-
dimensional grid search over the two parameters A and c
because we are able to find the optimal estimator for the
amplitude given the value of c. For a given value of the sig-
nal duration and the c value, the optimal solution for the
amplitude estimate is

OA D

P OM
nD0 xŒn�uŒn�P OM

nD0 u2Œn�
. (25)

Therefore, the optimal MLE can be obtained similar to the
one in the previous section. As an alternative, to simplify
the solution, we can estimate the parameters A and c for the
lowest possible value of the signal duration and then search
over the possible signal durations using these estimated
quantities. This is the approach adopted in the examples
section.

As in the previous subsection, the asymptotic distribu-
tion of the MLE estimated vector O� is Gaussian with mean
equal to the true mean and covariance matrix given by the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix, that is

O� � N
�
� , I.�/�1

�
, (26)

where I.�/�1 is the Fisher Information matrix derived in
Appendix B.

4. ERROR PROBABILITY ANALYSIS

In the previous section, we have argued that the estimated
parameter vector in our digital communication system can
be modeled as

O� D � C 
, (27)

where O� is a vector of the estimated parameters, � is a
vector of the actual parameter values, and 
 is a Gaussian-
distributed noise vector with zero mean and covariance
matrix given by the inverse of the Fisher information
matrix. This is a common channel model, and there are
many standard techniques that can be used to analyze the

bit error probability (BEP) of the proposed system. For
instance, we can resort to the union bound on the BEP.

In our proposed communication scheme, the acoustic
signal that is being transmitted has n parameters that con-
vey the digital bits; these signal parameters take values
from their given range. Thus, every transmitted acoustic
signal is synthesized by picking a combination from these

parameters. An equivalent model for the system is derived
from the analysis of the asymptotic ML estimator of the
signal parameters in (19). In this equivalent model, the
received signal can be represented as an n-dimensional
vector of parameters that are transmitted over an additive
colored Gaussian noise. Hence, we can use noise whiten-
ing and apply the standard union bound to estimate the
error rates.

We now give a specific (toy) example to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed communication system. We
use a hyperbolic signal with two parameters used for the
modulation purposes, namely, the amplitude A and the FM
rate c. We transmit the signal x.t/

x.t/ D A
p

v.t/ cos.2�c�.t//, 0 < t < T , (28)

where �.t/ D ln.t/ and v.t/ D d�.t/
dt D 1

t . In this exam-
ple, T is the signal duration taken as 10 ms and A and c are
the parameters that are used to carry the information bits.
The value of the parameter A ranges between 1 and 8, and
c ranges between 20 and 22 kHz. Each parameter is quan-
tized into five bits. Thus, the size of the two-dimensional
signal constellation is 1024 points. Figure 6 shows the
BEP of the proposed communication scheme, using Monte
Carlo simulations, and the union bound computed using

0 5 10 15 20 25 3010−3

10−2

10−1

SNR (dB)

B
E

P

Simulation

Uppwer Bound

Figure 6. Simulated bit error probability (BEP) and union bound.
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the approach in the previous paragraph. It is clear that the
union bound on the BEP matches the BEP computed from
the simulations well for high SNR.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now provide some experimental results for the pro-
posed communication system based on measurements
taken at the recent KAM11 experiment [33].

5.1. Kauai Acomms MURI 2011 Experiment

The KAM11 experiment was conducted in shallow water
off the western coast of Kauai, Hawaii, at the Pacific Mis-
sile Range Facility during the period 23 June and 12 July
2011. The bathymetry of the operation area is shown in
Figure 7. We consider a fixed-source scenario at which
there is no intentional motion between the transmitter and
the receiver. The positions of the adopted transmitters and
receivers are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. An eight-
element vertical-array source was deployed with an inter-
element separation of 7.5 m and an aperture of 52.5 m. The
top element was at a nominal depth of 30 m, and the bottom
element was not anchored to the sea floor. At the receiver
side, a 16-element vertical array was deployed at a distance
of 3 km from the source. The inter-element spacing was
3.75 m, with the top element deployed at a nominal depth
of 35.5 m.

The transmitted signal is a linear FM signal x.t/, given
by

x.t/ D A cos.2� f0tC 2�ct2/, 0 < t < T (29)

Figure 7. The operation area in the Kauai Acomms MURI 2011
(KAM11) (taken from [33]).

where A is the amplitude of the signal, f0 is the center
frequency, c is the FM rate, and T is the signal duration.
The amplitude was then between 0.5 and 1; the center fre-
quency was between 22 kHz and 26 kHz; the FM rate was
changed between 2 kHz and 10 kHz, and the signal dura-
tion was selected from 100 ms to 200 ms. Each parameter
is quantized into 4 to 10 bits to obtain different trans-
mission rates. We note that the transmission parameters
(frequency bands of operation, etc.) are selected based
on the requirements of the available hardware during the
KAM11 experiment. This should be taken as a proof of
concept that demonstrates the working principles of the
proposed communication set-up and its viability in provid-
ing low error rates. In a real application requiring LPI/LPD,
the parameters can be selected according to the mammal
sound models provided in Section 2.2.

We further note that, according to the biomimetic sig-

nal model in (1), ˛.t/ should be chosen as

rˇ̌̌
d
dt �.t/

ˇ̌̌
to guarantee the orthogonality of the transmitted signals.
However, in our experiment, and for the sake of simplic-
ity, we choose ˛.t/ D 1. Hence, the orthogonality of the
transmitted signal is no longer guaranteed, which deteri-
orates the resulting performance. On the other hand, the
experimental results show that we are still able to success-
fully decode the transmitted bits with a relatively low bit
error rate, which suggests the robustness of the proposed
communication scheme.

Every recoding consists of seven transmission frames
(sometimes, called subgroups), where each subgroup cor-
responds to a different transmission rate. These different
rates are attained from the fact that we map each param-
eter to different number of bits, for example, in the first
subgroup, the parameters are mapped to four bits, in the
second subgroup, the parameters are mapped to five bits
and so on. In each subgroup, we transmit 30 consecutive
chirp sequences separated by a 60 ms guard period. Thus,
the transmission rates that correspond to these subgroups
are 107, 127, 147, 167, 187, 207, and 227 bps, respectively.
In Section 5.4, we will present decoding results obtained
for these different rates using different receiver combining
techniques.

During the experiment, the transmitter/receiver separa-
tion was about 3 km. Defining the SNR at the receiver as
the ratio between the signal power and the noise power
after the amplifier and the bandpass digital filter, the cor-
responding SNR during the transmission is estimated to
be around 11 dB. Because the SNR observed during the
experiment was relatively high, we also consider decod-
ing of the experimental data at lower SNRs by adding
artificial (Gaussian) noise to the observations. Figure 10
shows the bit error rate (BER) versus the SNR for different
transmission rates, which are obtained by using major-
ity voting combining technique (will be discussed later in
more details) across the 16-antenna elements. It is clear
that it is possible to decode the transmitted data with a
reasonable BEP even at very low SNR values.
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Figure 8. The positions of the adopted transmitters (taken from [33]). KAM11, Kauai Acomms MURI 2011.

5.2. Channel estimation

For the channel estimation purposes, we use the transmit-
ted linear FM signals as the channel probes. We employ
the MP algorithm [31] to find an estimate of the channel
coefficients. The MP algorithm is based on synthesizing
a signal dictionary that consists of the transmitted signal
and delayed versions of this signal. Because the power
spectral density of linear FM signals is not close to white,
a resolution issue appears in the channel estimation pro-
cess as signal cannot resolve all the arrivals that lie in a
certain time interval. Nevertheless, we are constrained to
using these signals as channel probes as no other signals
were transmitted during the experiment. As an example,
Figure 11 shows the power spectral density of a linear FM
signal. In other words, we cannot use a dictionary with a
high resolution, and we have to settle for a coarse chan-
nel estimate. Even with this coarse channel estimate, we
are able to report acceptable raw error probabilities; hence,
this is not a major issue.

For the MP algorithm, due to the correlation structure
of the transmitted signal, we use a dictionary that allows
us to resolve only paths within 1 ms separation. The stop-
ping criteria we set for the MP algorithm are the number of
resolvable paths identified. We stop the algorithm when the
number of resolvable paths equals 20, which means that we
are able to span a delay spread of about 20 ms.

As an example, Figure 12 shows the time-varying chan-
nel impulse response, which is computed over a dura-
tion equals to the duration spanned by 30 adjacent sig-
nals. These channel responses correspond to the channel
between the transmitter and the first receive element. From
these figures, we can notice that the channel does not sig-
nificantly change from signal block to the other. The reason
that we observe a slowly varying channel is because of
our channel estimator being a coarse one. The channel in
KAM 2011 at a finer resolution changes more significantly
as reported in [33]. For instance, we see in Figure 14(b) on
page 34 and Figure 15(b) on page 35 in [33] that the change
in the channel taps within a second or less is because
of slight change in the arrival time—which is not being
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Figure 9. The positions of the adopted receivers (taken from [33]). KAM11, Kauai Acomms MURI 2011.
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Figure 10. Bit error rate (BER) as a function of the SNR (emu-
lated by adding Gaussian noise on the recorded data).

resolved in our channel estimates (being obtained from lin-
ear FM signals as opposed to OFDM or other probe signals

with a high resolution). This observation (on the estimated
channel being slowly varying) will help us in the decoding
process as we will see later.

5.3. Receiver structure

The receiver has 16 elements, therefore it is possible to use
receive diversity to enhance the performance of the system.
During our investigations, we explore different combining
techniques that can be used. The decoding process works
as follows: we use the MLE to find estimates of the signal
parameters at each receive element, then we decode these
parameters into bits according to the mapping rule used at
the transmitter side. Then, we apply a diversity combining
technique to combine the decoded bits across all the receive
elements. In the following subsections, we summarize the
different combining techniques we use.

5.3.1. Majority voting combining.

In the majority voting (MV) combining technique, the
final decision is made by the majority voting rule. In other
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Figure 11. Power spectral density function of a linear FM signal.

Figure 12. Channel impulse response for 30 consecutive linear
FM signals at the first receive element (these estimates have
been computed from the data recorded on 2 July 2011 at 3:24

during the Kauai Acomms MURI 2011 experiment).

words, the final decision is said to be “1” if more than half
of the receive elements decide for “1” and vice versa.

5.3.2. Weighted sum combining.

In weighted sum (WS) combining schemes, the over-
all rule is based on weighting each receive element with a
certain weight based on the reliability of its decision. We
propose to use two different weighting schemes based on
the model of the decoded bits. The first model is derived
from the asymptotic behavior of the MLE. We know that
the PDF of the estimated parameters is Gaussian with
means equal the true value and the variance computed from
the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. So, for the ith
receive element, we have

�i Ï N .�0, Ii.�0/
�1/, (30)

where �0 is the true value. In our case, the vector of
parameters � is given by

� D

�
C
F0

�
. (31)

Thus, MLE of the mean �0 is

O�0 D

0
@Nr�1X

iD0

Ii . O�i/

1
A�1

Nr�1X
iD0

Ii . O�i/ �i, (32)

where Nr is the number of the receive elements at the
receiver and O�i is the estimate of the vector of parameters
� at the ith receiver element.

The second WS combining technique we use is based
on the classical maximum ratio combining model. In this
scheme, the output bit from the ith receive element is
modeled as

d.i/ D ˛.i/qC n.i/, (33)
where q is the original transmitted bit, ˛.i/ is the `2-
norm of the estimated channel vector h.i/ at the ith receive
element, and n.i/ is the additive noise at the ith receive ele-
ment. Thus, the weight of the output bit at the ith receive
element is

�i D

ˇ̌̌
˛.i/

ˇ̌̌2
O�i

2
, (34)

where O�i
2 is the noise variance at the ith receive element.

We measure the noise variance from the silence period that
exist between the transmission blocks using

O�2 D
1

Ns

Ns�1X
nD0

xŒn�2, (35)

where Ns is the length of the silence period and xŒn� is the
received signal at the nth instant. We define the vector � D	
�1, �2, : : : , �Nr


T , and we combine the soft values of the
bits as follows

dcombined D
1

jj�jj1
�T d, (36)

where jj � jj1 denotes `1-norm. This combined value
dcombined is used with a threshold to make the final deci-
sion, the value of this threshold is 1

2 as we assume the same
a priori probabilities for “0” and “1.”

5.3.3. Selection combining.

The last combining technique used is the selection com-
bining (SC). In this case, we perform the selection based
on the two models described before. For the first model,
we select the decision made by the receive element that has
the lowest noise variance. For the FM rate c, we choose the
decision made by the element lc, which is given by

lc D arg min
i

�2
c.i/ , (37)
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and for the frequency f0, we choose the decision made by
the element lf0 , which is given by

lf0 D arg min
i

�2
f .i/0

. (38)

5.4. Decoding results

We now present BER results for our proposed communi-
cation scheme. At the receiver, a linear FM signal block is
used to estimate the channel; then, this channel estimate is
used to decode the next block, and so on. We can justify
this from Figure 12 that shows that the channel impulses
responses separated by a signal duration are close to each
other and the channel does not change significantly from
one signal block to the other. We use the 16 receive ele-
ments at the receiver to decode the linear FM parameters.
Table II shows the uncoded error probability of the param-
eters for the three combining techniques described before.
We show the error probability results for 19 different
recordings. The results correspond to a transmission rate
of 107 bps. These recordings were taken on 2 July 2011 at
3:24, 5:24, 7:24, 9:24, 11:24, 13:24, 15:24, 17:24, 19:24,
21:24, and 23:24, respectively, and on 3 July 2011 at 3:24,

5:24, 7:24, 9:24, 11:24, 13:24, 17:24, 21:24, 23:24, respec-
tively. As another example, Table III shows the error prob-
ability for different transmission rates using the MV com-
bining technique. Figure 13 shows the BER for different
parameters separately.

From the decoding results, it is clear that we are able
to decode the signal parameters successfully with a good
BER. Our results indicate that the amplitude and the signal
duration parameters are more vulnerable to errors than the
frequency and FM rate. This is expected because the UWA
channel is highly dispersive and it affects the amplitude
and the signal duration more than the other parameters.
Also, the WS technique with the Gaussian model shows an
average BER better than the other combining techniques.
However, sometimes the MV shows a better BER than the
WS. We have observed that the SC technique shows the
worst performance among all the techniques (we did not
show the resulting decoding error for that technique). Also,
by comparing the two models of the WS technique, we can
notice that the first model (the Gaussian one) shows a better
average performance than the other model.

From the decoding results of different transmission
rates, we can notice that for lower data rates, the BER

Table II. The uncoded percentage error probability of the
linear FM parameters for transmission rate 107 bps. The
table shows the uncoded BER (in percentage) for the
three combining techniques, MV and WS (two versions).

Env. MV WS, 1st model WS, 2nd model

1 1.67 2.5 1.67
2 0 0 0.83
3 0 1.25 2.5
4 2.5 2.08 3.33
5 0.42 2.08 1.25
6 1.67 2.5 1.67
7 2.92 3.33 3.75
8 2.92 2.5 1.67
9 0.83 0.42 0.83
10 3.33 3.33 3.75
11 0.42 1.25 1.25
12 0 0 0.42
13 1.25 0 0.42
14 2.92 2.92 4.17
15 1.25 0.42 1.25
16 1.25 4.17 3.33
17 0 0 0
18 2.08 1.25 1.67
19 0 0 0

BER, bit error rate; MV, majority voting; WS, weighted sum.

Table III. Percentage error probability for different transmission rates using the MV
combining technique.

Rate (bps) 107 127 147 167 187 207 227

Env. 1 Error probability 1.67 3.67 2.22 1.67 5.63 8.15 13.5
Env. 2 Error probability 0 0 1.94 2.86 4.37 8.33 11.67
Env. 3 Error probability 0 2 1.11 0.71 6.54 7.41 13
Env. 4 Error probability 2.5 7 1.11 1.9 7.71 8.33 13.5
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Figure 13. The bit error rate (BER) for different parameters.
“Blank space” means that no error for that frame is observed.
The average error rate of the frequency parameter is 0.92%, the
average error rate of the FM rate parameter is 1.62%, and the

average BER of the signal duration parameter is 2.17%.

is not monotonically increasing with the rate. However,
for higher rates, the BER states to follow a monotoni-
cally increasing behavior (increasing the rate results on
increasing the BER) as it is expected.

Although it is not our major focus, we would also like
to comment on the data rates obtained in our work com-
pared with some other work reported on covert UWA
communications. In [15], the authors present results from
the SPACE’08 experiment during which DSSS technique
was used for data transmission (to provide covertness).
The transmitter/receiver separations in this experiment
are 60 m, 200 m, and 1 km. The transmit bandwidth is
7.8125 kHz that leads to a payload data rate of 156.25 bps.
In this paper, we have demonstrated successful decoding
results up to 207 bps over a bandwdith of 10 kHz with a
transmitter/receiver separation of about 3 km (significantly
longer than the ones in [15]). In [17], the authors use the
duration between dolphin clicks to convey digital bits. In
their work, the data rate obtained is 37 bps with transmit-
ter/receiver separation of about 2 km, which is a lower rate
than what we have demonstrated over a longer transmit-
ter/receiver separation in this paper. We further note that
we were not very aggressive in selecting the transmission
rates; we anticipate that it would have been possible to pack
more bits and decode them successfully or even use other
set of parameters (using a different chirp signal) to carry
more bits.

5.5. Interference analysis

In this subsection, we study the effects of the other coex-
isting mammal sounds on the system performance. We
conduct our study by simple method of emulation for
the KAM11 experiment. Specifically, we generate synthe-
sized mammal sounds using the signal models described in
Table I and add it to the recorded data during the KAM11

experiment. For that purpose, we assume the following:
the receiver does not know the existence of the interfer-
ence and we use the decoder described in Section 5.3, and
the parameters of the interfering signal is random but fixed
during the experiment. We consider two interference sce-
narios cause by two different sound signals. The first one
is the hyperbolic FM signal, which is given by

iŒnTs� D A
p

c=nTs cos.2�c ln nTs C 2� f0nTs/. (39)

Table IV shows the signal parameters that were used in
the emulation. The parameters are chosen such that the
interfering signal is located in the same frequency band
of the transmitted signal with the maximum spread over
this band, and there is severe interference. Figure 14 shows
the BER for different values of signal-to-interference plus
noise ratios (SINRs). The figure shows that the BER
changes by no more than 1%.

The second interference model we consider is the loga-
rithmic FM signal, which is given by

iŒnTs� D A
p

c ln nTs cos.2�cnTs.ln nTs � 1/C 2� f0nTs/.
(40)

Table V shows the signal parameters that have been
used in the emulation. Figure 15 shows the resulting
BER. From (14) and (15), we can notice that the pro-
posed scheme shows an immunity against interference
from other interfering signals.

Table IV. Signal parameters of the hyperbolic FM
interfering signal.

f0 c T

SINR D 8 dB 25 kHz 2 kHz 260 msec
SINR D 4 dB 25 kHz 2 kHz 260 msec

SINR, signal-to-interference plus noise ratio.
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Figure 14. Bit error rates (BERs) for different values of signal-
to-interference plus noise ratios (SINRs), the interfering signal

is a hyperbolic FM.
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Table V. Signal parameters of the logarithmic FM
interfering signal.

f0 c T

SINR D 9 dB 25 kHz 500 Hz 260 msec
SINR D 6 dB 25 kHz 500 Hz 260 msec

SINR, signal-to-interference plus noise ratio.
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Figure 15. Bit error rates (BERs) for different values of signal-to-
interference plus noise ratios (SINRs), the interfering signal is a

logarithmic FM.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new approach to UWA commu-
nications using biomimetic signals as the communication
signals, where we modulate the parameters of the sound
signal with information bits. We first develop analytical
signal models with nonlinear instantaneous frequencies
matching mammal sound signatures in the time-frequency
plane. Then, we parametrize the developed signal model
and use these parameters to carry information bits by map-
ping them to the set of parameters. We use these parameters
to generate the signal to be transmitted. At the receiver
side, we design an estimator to obtain the parameters of the
transmitted signal and demap the estimated values to infor-
mation bits. We demonstrate the viability of the proposed
communication scheme via experimental results recorded
at the KAM11 experiment.

APPENDIX A: FISHER
INFORMATION MATRIX FOR MLE
OF SIGNAL PARAMETERS
TRANSMITTED ON AWGN

For a given value of the transmitted sequence length M
(treated as known in the sequel), we have

xŒn� D sŒn�C wŒn�

D A
p
�Œn� cos.2�c�Œn�/C wŒn�,

n D 0, 1, : : : , M � 1

(A.1)

We define the likelihood function for the parameters � as

ln p D ln p.x; �/ D�
M

2
ln
�

2��2
�

�
1

2�2

M�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � ArŒn�/2.
(A.2)

The ijth element of the Fisher information matrix [28] is
defined as

ŒI.�/�ij D �E
�
@ ln p

@�i

@ ln p

@�j

�
. (A.3)

From (A.2), we can write the following:

@ ln p

@A
D

1

�2

M�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � ArŒn�/rŒn�, (A.4)

@ ln p

@c
D

1

�2

M�1X
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@rŒn�

@c
, (A.5)

@2 ln p
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(A.8)

drŒn�

dc
D �2��Œn�

p
�Œn� sin.2�c�Œn�/, (A.9)

and since EŒ.xŒn� � ArŒn�/� D 0, we obtain
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APPENDIX B: FISHER
INFORMATION MATRIX FOR MLE
OF SIGNAL PARAMETERS
TRANSMITTED ON MULTIPATH
CHANNELS

Given the transmitted sequence length M, we have

xŒn� D

�PL�1
lD0 hlŒn�sŒn � l�C wŒn� if n D 0, 1, : : : , M � 1, : : : , M C L � 2

wŒn� if n D M C L � 1, : : : , N � 1.
(B.1)

similar to the AWGN case, the likelihood function for the
vector � for a given M is

ln p.x; �/ D �
M

2
ln
�

2��2
�
�

1

2�2

M�1X
nD0

.xŒn� � AuŒn�/2.

(B.2)
Also
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Thus, the elements of the Fisher information matrix are
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